Get instant visibility of FTP traffic. Tailor monitoring,

Take control
of z/OS FTP

Introducing

security and management information exactly to your needs.
Take control and drive automated operations with one
convenient, easily customizable view from
SDS FTP Manager.
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Get a firsthand look at what you can do with SDS FTP Manager.
Visit www.sdsusa.com/ftp or call 800-551-4135 for your free trial.
See what you’re missing.
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Thorough Audit Reporting:
Get instant visibility and detailed
session documentation – from any
transfer start to finish.

Limitless Flexibility:
From automation to monitoring
and reporting, you can tailor a single
screen to provide exactly the
information you need.

Quickly Customize Queries:
Monitor file, user, and session
activity at a glance with graphic
reporting features or specific
summary information.

Get a real-time look at FTP traffic
and drive automated operations.

As FTP volume expands exponentially each year,
so does the challenge of monitoring security and FTP
transfer activity. How can you effectively manage
and control what you can’t see?

Network-wide
Visibility:
See “who, what,
when and where”
FTP traffic is
headed with
easily customized
summary-level
reporting.

Tighter Security:
Enhance SAF
control and
visibility with
date, time and
command
authorization
monitoring for
any event

Now you can take a complete look at z/OS
FTP traffic from one convenient, easily customizable view – with the added advantage of
unmatched operational functionality. SDS FTP
Manager gives you the flexibility to tailor FTP monitoring and management information exactly to your
needs in one integrated GUI.
Set up scripts to deliver real-time
alerts, route messages to drive automated
operations – it’s your call.

Instant
Monitoring:
Get an
up-to-the-minute
log of FTP
activity and route
messages to drive
automated
operations tools.

Whether it’s a snapshot of a specific transfer or
broad view of z/OS FTP traffic, FTP Manager gives
you instant access to a wealth of information – in
context. You can quickly review the status of any
transfer by confidence level, call up audit trails, or
drill further into any number of session details. FTP
Manager can deliver real-time alerts and route
messages to drive automated operations tools.
Take control of your
production batch workload.
FTP is one of the most critical tools in your

Check Confidence Levels:
Review transfer status via IBM’s new
Confidence of Success indicator for
more efficient tracking and follow-up.

Rapid Troubleshooting:
Access transfer information and
drill into session context to quickly
diagnose and resolve problems.

production batch workload. Written as a line-mode
interactive tool with top-down command handling,
Free Trial.
Get a firsthand look at what you can do with SDS FTP Manager.
Visit www.sdsusa.com/ftp or call 800-551-4135 for your free trial.
See what you’re missing.

FTP offers severely limited operational control
making it difficult to work with in a batch environment. Handling errors and setting condition codes
can seem arbitrary and out of your control – until

Control batch FTP behavior
with conditional execution.
SDS FTP Manager gives you comprehensive session log information at the click of
a button. Conditionally execute FTP commands based on completion of any other
FTP command, by client condition code,
server reply code, or by FTP confidence
success indicators. Conditionally re-try a
failing transfer. Set condition codes to any
value you choose. You’re in control.

now. With SDS FTP Manager control language
(FCL) you can execute commands and take control
of any size batch workload – without all of those late
night calls.
Control features that let you improve
security functionality and automation.
A valuable complement to network security
software, FTP Manager gives you added command
security with a high level of operational control,
protection, reporting and intervention capabilities.
Through a standard SAF interface, you can instantly
see – and control – what’s happening.
Until now, monitoring and managing z/OS FTP
traffic was like driving blindfolded. FTP Manager
intuitively brings together all the information and
operational control you need to monitor and manage FTP traffic and security from one convenient
browser screen.
The more FTP traffic you have, the more you
need FTP Manager. Take a closer look.

Send messages.
Send e-mails from inside
FTP jobs, or send messages
to the log or system console,
SDS FTP Manager control
language makes it easy to
manage communication
and production of batch
workloads.
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